ROGUE VALLEY INTERNATIONAL-MEDFORD
AIRPORT
AIRFIELD CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
May 8, 2018
The transition from Phase One to Phase Two of the project has been moved up to
Thursday, May 10th. Beginning around 1:30PM on the 10th, contractors will begin the process
of restoring the Phase One areas on TWY A and A4, and closing the Phase 2 area of TWY A
between the cargo ramp and a point approximately 550FT south of TWY B, including the
existing taxiways A2 and A3.
The portion of Phase One involving the area at the entrance to the Rogue Valley was opened
this past weekend but the new TWY C3 is not available for use yet and is still barricaded. When
our new airport diagram is published July 11th, TWY C3 will be opened and what is the current
unnamed taxilane leading to it from the current TWY C will become TWY C with the former TWY
C becoming TWY C1. A new TWY C2 will be constructed in Phase 4 (late summer start) to
replace that portion of the existing A6 that leads into Jet Center’s ramp from TWY A.
PHASE TWO IMPACTS


The remaining daily runway and taxiway closures for this week will occur tomorrow,
May 9th (12:50AM to 5:00AM) but not Thursday or Friday mornings. Daily runway and
taxiway closures will begin again next week (Monday through Friday) and continue each
week to the end of Phase Two.



During runway closures, the ILS will be placed out of service at 4:00PM the afternoon
before the scheduled closure and will be placed back in service at 6:00AM, one hour after
the airport re-opens. Shutdown of the lighting aids that are under pilot control during nontower hours (both PAPIs, 32 REIL, and ALS, will coincide with the runway and taxiway
closure (12:50AM to 5:00AM).



The Delta Connection aircraft that typically overnights at Gate 1C will relocate to Gates
6A or 6C beginning Thursday morning, May 10th, after the overnight aircraft departs. The
American Eagle aircraft that typically parks at Gate 1A will park at Gate 1B beginning
Thursday, May 10th. Coordination with the local station leaders impacted by the gate
changes and the transition date was accomplished earlier this week.



Some of the Phase Two work on TWY A will encompass the asphalt area between TWY
A and the terminal ramp which will require the SIDA line to be temporarily relocated west
of its normal position. The vehicle roadway around the terminal ramp will also be moved
west to accommodate construction. The new vehicle route and relocated SIDA line will
be lighted and barricaded like they were during Phase One so please pay attention and
use caution in the area.



During this phase there will be increased congestion in the terminal ramp area and
access in and out will be impacted, particularly during the busier times of day and also if
arriving aircraft aren’t marshalled into a gate right away.



Back-taxiing will be required for many aircraft operations. The attached diagram provides
some indication of taxi routes around the immediate area of construction and the bullet
points below expand this guidance:
o Commercial aircraft landing RWY 14 will either need to exit at TWY A4 then A to
the terminal ramp or do a 180° turn on the runway back to A4. They also have the
option of exiting at the end to do a 180° turn in the run-up area, traffic permitting.
Aircraft landing 32 should be minimally affected.
o Commercial aircraft taking off on RWY 32 will have to enter TWY A to the north of
the construction area and enter the runway at TWY A4 to back-taxi to the end.
Minimal impact will be encountered for commercial aircraft departing 14.
o General aviation aircraft taking off on RWY 32 will also need to back-taxi if
needing the full length. Approximately 4,938FT of runway remains if aircraft
choose to depart RWY 32 at TWY A4. Aircraft departing RWY 14 will not be
affected.
o Aircraft operating from the cargo ramp will not be affected if taking off RWY 32. If
taking off on RWY 14, they will need to back-taxi on the runway from TWY A1 to
A4. Aircraft landing RWY 14 will roll out to A1 before exiting and aircraft landing
RWY 32 will need to do a 180° or exit and re-enter the runway to back-taxi to TWY
A1.



Construction equipment traffic will be accessing the construction area of Phase Two via
perimeter gate 34C (between the two cargo buildings). This is the same gate UPS uses
to access the cargo ramp. A gate guard will be posted at this gate to facilitate ALL traffic
through the gate.

Please listen to the full ATIS broadcasts before taxiing as they include a briefing on the status of
the affected movement areas and alternate taxi routing. In addition, the added congestion may
impact the ability of tower personnel to provide coordination for practice approaches and/or
pattern work so please be flexible when requesting those options.
ALWAYS CHECK NOTAMs for any last minute changes as it’s not always possible to provide
this update in conjunction with each change!
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Airport Operations at 541-776-7228.

PHASE TWO (Beginning May 10th)

DISREGARD “X”

As a result of some modifications to the work area of Phase One, the northern boundary of Phase Two is further south than
is depicted on this drawing and also barricaded at an angle.

Air Carrier Aircraft - Blue Line
GA Aircraft – Green Line
Firefighting Aircraft – Red Line
Airport Vehicle Traffic – Purple Line
Construction Traffic – Brown Line

